~-the principal elements.
Palettes
The left hand palette is the basic instrument with which lighting
cues are prepared in the control room. The right hand palette may
be removed and used elsewhere for lighting rehearsals .
A palette itself consists of two sections: the Setting ·Panel and the
Sub-Masters.
The Setting Panel contains a keyboi!rd on which any lighting
circuit or pre - recorded cue, containing a combination of circuits
(with or without their levels) may be called up .and adjusted. This
adjustment of level may be with the controller wheel or within the
keyboard itself. The Setting Panel can be used live, blind or
independent.
Once a pattern of lighting has been created on t[le Setting Panel
it may be transferred to one of the four Sub-Masters. New
lighting can then be prepared and balanced ·between any
Sub-Masters which might be in use.
The Sub-Masters may also be used during performance as manual
controllers in a conventional manner or they may be programmed
via auxiliary Modulation Panels to give a random or programmed
cycle of light, possibly linked to a sound source input, say for
flashing or shimmering effects.
The Sub-Masters may be operated independently of or under the
overriding control of the playbacks.
Playbacks
These are identified as 'green' and 'red'. 'They provide the principle
method of operating the lighting during performance. Part or all of
the lighting may be cross-faded, moved up, down, raised to full or
faded to out.
The playbacks may be operated in a manual or automatic mode.
In manual, the controller wheels are used to manually move the
lighting. In au.tomatic the controllers become time setters that may
be used to pre-set the speed for a change and then operated while
the cue is in motion to accelerate or decelerate the movement of
light. Times may be pre-recorded and up to six different up and
down speeds of light may be separately or collectively invoked on
either playback at one time .
An Automod facility may be used in an emergency ·(if for example
a spotlight is knocked out of position during performance-or a
lamp fails) to replace it in every cue it appears with a substitute.

Cue Select
The central panel cotitains a keyboard With which cues may be
selected for either playback. This panel also selects the recorded
time facility and the sequential call - up of cues for playback or
recording. ·
The Video Displays
The two principal video screens illustrate the state of lighting,
indicating the circuits· in use and their level. The bottom section
of the screen provides information about the contents of each
controller on the Palettes and Playbacks, A third display is
removable and associated with .the optional right-hand .palette.
Orientation Control
The panel at the right-hand end of the control system employs
a keyboard to call-up a remote control luminaire or a projector
with slide change. By use of the keyboard and the controller the
pan, tilt and focus of luminaires or the slide change and focus of
projectors may be operated and recorded on any cue number. The
subsequent operation of.this panel can be mastered from the'green'
playback. There are separate facilities for colour change control.

Tape recording
Lighting cues may, at the same time as recording onto the core
store, be recorded on tape automatically, or at the discretion of the
operator. This tape can be used as a library store or to edit the
order of cues between any primary cue.
Auxiliary Facilities
(a) Cue Title. A typewriter keyboard is contained under the front
part of the desk and may be used ~o type on to the video displays a
' Cue Title' list or other information that may be of use to the
operator.
(b) Written Record. Facilities are available to provide a permanent
hard record of the lighting plot.
(c) Auxiliary Masters. Totally independent of the main system, a
series of manual faders with a pin matrix provides control over any
combination of lighting circuits.
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